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Treatment tailored just for you
We understand that when cancer is
diagnosed you want the best chance of
success straight away.
Every person’s cancer is different.
Oncology treatment selection has
often had to rely on a trial-and-error
approach. You and your cancer deserve
an individual approach.
What to expect
We start by having a conversation with
you and your oncologist to determine if
TuMatch is best for you.
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Our process begins with whole exome
sequencing (WES) of your tumour
biopsy and blood. If you have had a
recent comprehensive gene panel
performed, please share the report
with us. In some cases, we can use this
report as a starting point.
Using our TuMatch Software,
we scan your cancer’s mutational
network against our existing database
to provide an instant treatment
recommendation.
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Patient’s entire exome analysed to capture their unique
tumour network. Sequencing report shared with patient and
oncologist

We scan your mutational set against our existing database
to see if we can make an instant treatment recommendation
based upon our existing data intelligence, TuMatch .
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For patients without an immediate match, we engineer the
mutations driving your cancer into fruit flies - up to half a million
of them, all carrying your tumour
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All FDA approved drugs screened – including cancer and non
cancer drugs, to identify drug combinations that are effective
in combatting your cancer, while also being less toxic

For those without a match, we conduct
our full Personal Discovery Process
a revolutionary, comprehensive drug
screening technology that targets the
unique genetic complexity of your tumour
and identifies the precise combination of
drugs that work optimally.
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We provide two reports: An initial report
with DNA sequencing results and a final
report detailing the best personalised
treatment recommendations, ranked
by efficiency. Resulting treatment
recommendations are reviewed by your
oncologist and tumour board who then
decide which drug combination may be
right for you.
Developed at a world-leading institution
This innovative technology was developed
by scientists at the Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York and
has improved the outcome of patients in
a clinical trial.
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Treatment recommendations report shared with you and your
oncologist - generally for combination treatment

To learn more about Vivan Therapeutics
and to schedule a consultation with our
team to determine if TuMatch is right for
you, please contact us at
info@vivantx.com.
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Contact us
The Westworks, White City Place
195 Wood Lane,
London, W12 7FQ
United Kingdom
www.vivantx.com
info@vivantx.com

